
FLOOR HARD
SPECIAL CLEANER FOR HARD FLOORS

FLOOR HARD
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ROUTINE CLEANER

PROPERTIES
FLOOR-HARD with Encapsulation Technology is a special cleaning concentrate for all water-resistant 
hard floor coverings such as water-resistant hard floor coverings such as stone floors, tiles, porcelain 
stoneware, granite, marble. The Encapsulation System ensures that the dirt is broken through, bound, 
encapsulated and is absorbed. The lightning-fast special cleaner for maintenance cleaning has been 
developed for small scrubber-driers equipped with a direct suction foot. The product effortlessly 
dissolves even stubborn, oily and greasy dirt. Cleans deep into the pores, thoroughly and intensively. 
The cleaner is low-foaming and leaves behind a pleasant pleasant summer breeze scent.FLOOR-
HARD is EDTA-free and can therefore be disposed of in the sewage system without hesitation.

APPLICATION AREAS
Suitable for all waterproof and alkali-resistant hard floor coverings, especially for ceramic tiles and alkali 
insensitive stone coverings.Specially developed for machine cleaning with small scrubbing machines. 
Check material compatibility in advance.

APPLICATION
20 - 40 ml / 8 litres of water (depending on the degree of soiling), in case of heavy soiling the 
dosage can be increased accordingly. Best results are achieved with the 3IN1 combination of 
small scrubbing machines, ARCORA PU-PADs and FLOOR-HARD special cleaner.

INGREDIENTS
< 5 % non-ionic surfactants, solvents, hydrotropes, phosphates, dyes, fragrances
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Follow the instructions for use on the label. The information provided is based on our current
knowledge, but they do not constitute a guarantee of product properties and do not establish a
product properties and do not establish a contractual legal relationship. Safety data sheet
available on request.

Condition: Liquid

Colour: Turquoise dark

Odour: SUMMER BREEZE SCENT

Always read label and product
information before use.
For commercial/industrial use
only!

Reusable containers

Attention! 
Causes severe eye irritation.
■ Wash thoroughly with water after use.
■ Wear protective gloves/ Wear protective clothing/eye
   protection/face protection/hearing protection
■ IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several
   minutes. Remove existing contact lenses remove if
 possible. Continue rinsing.
■ If eye irritation persists: Seek medical advice/attention.
 seek medical attention.


